The gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) has been used to study toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) in high-performance plasmas. Experiments performed at the Joint European Torus (JET), where TAEs were driven by energetic particles arising from neutral beams, ion cyclotron resonant heating, and resonantly excited by dedicated external antennas, have been simulated. Modes driven by populations of energetic particles are observed, matching the TAE frequency seen with magnetic probes in JET experiments. A synthetic antenna, composed of one toroidal and two neighboring poloidal harmonics has been used to probe the modes' damping rates and quantify mechanisms for this damping in GTC simulations. This method was also applied to frequency and damping rate measurements of stable TAEs made by the Alfvén eigenmode active diagnostic in these discharges.
Introduction
Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) are one of the most frequently observed [1, 2] examples of a class of electromagnetic instability driven by energetic particles in tokamaks and are of mounting concern for future experiments. A population of particles, resulting from wave and beam heating schemes and increasingly directly from fusion reactions, can destabilize TAEs leading to the expulsion of energetic particles and first wall damage [3, 4] . In this Article, we report the results of recent simulation efforts with the gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) [5] to determine the structure and stability of TAEs in recent JET discharges.
Spatial gradients of the densities and temperatures of energetic particles are a source of free energy contributing to the TAEs' linear growth rate γ L , which is counteracted by damping from several mechanisms. Continuum damping in the TAE frequency gap, formed by the coupling of two adjacent poloidal harmonics, is typically insignificant. Electron and ion Landau damping typically form a significant contribution; radiative damping, whereby the TAEs couple to kinetic Alfvén waves and dissipate energy, can dominate over other damping mechanisms.
The conventional approach to numerical investigations of TAEs and their growth and damping rates is to compute the eigenmode structure and real frequency, often with an ideal-MHD code like MISHKA [6, 7] , and perturbatively compute dissipative rates and the contributions of energetic particles [8] . The advantage of the gyrokinetic approach in this work is the self-consistent solution to the structure and drive/damping mechanisms, even in the presence of a significant population of energetic ('fast') ions. The simulations presented in this Article are a first step towards nonlinear simulations required for planned future DT experiments.
In order to explore and quantify the phenomenon of TAEs at JET since the installation of the fully-metal ITER-like wall, discharges have been tailored to their observation [9] . In particular, experiments with deuterium were undertaken with the aim of developing a scenario for clear observation of α-driven TAEs in future DT experiments. Discharges with relatively low densities, internal transport barriers and elevated q-profiles were performed to this end. Heating by 5 MW of ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) and 25 MW of neutral beam (NBI) power was applied with various degrees of overlap. Consequently, TAEs were routinely destabilized during these experiments; a spectrogram of multiple unstable TAEs during application of ICRH is shown in figure 1 .
During these discharges, the stable TAEs were probed by the newly upgraded Alfvén eigenmode active diagnostic (AEAD) [10, 11] . Two sets of antennas, located at toroidally opposite locations below the outboard midplane, apply a magn etic perturbation at ∼10 cm from the last closed flux surface (LCFS). The antennas' frequency was continuously swept across the TAE gap in order to resonantly excite stable modes, as seen in the triangular waveform in figure 1 . A magn etic probe measurement of a mode's response to this type of excitation is described by a transfer function, which allows the mode's frequency and damping rate in the absence of energetic particle drive to be determined. The AEAD can be phased to maximize the excitation spectrum at some toroidal mode number of interest exciting ∆n ∼ ±10 around this peak.
In this article, we will outline the theoretical basis, workflow and initial results of simulations of JET plasmas using GTC. In section 2, we review the formulation of GTC and the details of JET simulations. In section 3 we outline in detail the calculations of the spatial structure and growth rate of an unstable TAE (driven by energetic ions), and the contrib ution to the mode's damping by electron Landau, ion Landau and radiative damping. In section 4 we repeat this process for stable modes resonantly excited by external antennas.
Details of gyrokinetic simulations
The gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC) [5] treats a population of bulk ions and a separate population of energetic ions with the δf particle-in-cell method (though a full-f method is also available). For a full description of the 5D system of equations solved by GTC, see [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The gyrokinetic equation for the distribution of species α (which can be used to index i.e. f for ions, electrons and 'fast' ions) is
where X is the gyrocenter position, µ the magnetic moment, the unperturbed magnetic field B 0 ≡ B 0 b 0 , and m α , Z α are the particle mass and charge respectively (q e is the electronic charge). Here, v is the parallel velocity,
is the E × B drift velocity,
is the magnetic drift velocity with gyrofrequency Ω α , and
δB = ∇ × A b 0 is the perturbed magnetic field. The perturbed vector and electrostatic potentials are A and φ, respectively, and are gyroaveraged for ions and taken at the gyrocenter for electrons.
In this work, we split the distribution functions of ions into equilibrium and perturbed components f α = f 0α + δf α , to solve
The electrostatic potential can be found using gyrokinetic Poisson's equation [17] ,
The term φ −φ on the left hand side represents the ion polarization density and φ is the double gyroaverage of φ [17] . The vector potential satisfies the gyrokinetic Ampère's law,
The density and parallel velocity are defined as the fluid moments (gyroaveraged for ions) of the corresponding distribution functions,
Equations (1)- (8) form a complete system when applying to thermal and fast ions as well as electrons. For reasons of computational efficiency of simulating Alfvén Eigenmodes where tearing parity is not important, the electrons are treated by a fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model [18] . Namely, the perturbed distribution function is δf e = δf e | |δh|. The continuity equation is used for the perturbed electron density δn e , to first order in the perturbation, becomes [12] ∂δn e ∂t
where n 0 is the equilibrium density, δu e is the perturbed parallel electron fluid velocity and
To obtain an expression for δf
e , we expand equation (1) to first order in ω/k v :
The notation ∇f | v ⊥ implies a derivative taken at v ⊥ = const instead of µ = const. The effective potential represents the parallel electric field through δE = −b 0 · ∇φ eff . The effective potential is, to lowest order,
where δψ and δα are magnetic field line perturbations. We calculate the vector potential δA from the inductive potential
which also provides the time derivative of δA used in equations (1) and (8) . The parallel velocity δu e needed for equation (5) is calculated through Ampère's law, i.e. equation (7) is used to solve for δu e on the right hand side. Equations (1)- (15) form a complete system using fluid (adiabatic) electrons. These lowest order equations of the fluid-kinetic model can be used to remove the effects of kinetic electrons (electron Landau damping and trapped electrons). The kinetic effects of electrons are treated in the higher order kinetic equations. Using equations (1) and (13), we calculate δh with, where denotes flux-surface averaging such that φ = φ + δφ and similarly for A . Kinetic electron effects are calculated using the first order correction to the effective potential φ eff = φ
eff , where φ (1) eff is given by
All particle species in GTC are assumed to have their own, spatially-dependent Maxwellian distributions (wth the exception of energetic ions, see below). GTC uses a field-aligned mesh in Boozer coordinates, which is computed based on an EFIT [19] equilibrium reconstruction, that is mapped to Boozer coordinates by the ORBIT [20] code. GTC simulations reported in this paper use a fixed boundary condition: namely, all perturbed quantities are set to be zero at the inner and outer boundary flux surfaces.
The synthetic antenna imposes an electrostatic perturbation δφ ant (a perturbation of the parallel vector potential δA ant is also available) consisting of a number of toroidal and poloidal spatial components and sinusoidal temporal oscillations at a user-defined frequency. For the purposes of this work, an antenna structure with a single n and two neighboring m, m + 1 mode numbers of identical magnitude and an approximately Gaussian radial profile is chosen to closely resemble the destabilized TAE structure. These Gaussian radial profiles are imposed only in the plasma inside the simulation domain, i.e. no vacuum regions are simulated.
The flux surface dependent electron density and temperature was taken from JET's high resolution Thomson scattering and LIDAR diagnostics, which for t = 5.2 s in JPN #92416 is given by the points in figures 3(a) and (b). Data from this and adjacent time slices is smoothed into quasianalytic, monotonic functions given by the solid lines in each panel in order to avoid any unphysically large spatial gradients. At the simulation times chosen for this work, the bulk ion temperature determined by spectroscopic measurements was relatively close to that of the electrons, namely T i ≈ T e . The safety factor from the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction, used by GTC as outlined above, is given in figure 3(c).
Calculation of mode structure and damping rates
For each JET equilibrium used in GTC simulations (taken at the experimental times of interest), we calculate the structure of the Alfvén continuum using the ALCON [21] code, which includes acoustic effects. The n = 5 continuum in JPN #92416 at 5.2 s (pink line in figure 1 ) is shown in figure 4 ; note that the symbol ψ p denotes the poloidal flux normalized to the edge value. This n = 5 mode was chosen for analysis as it is observed destabilized with an approximately constant amplitude for a significant length of time. The observed TAE, after adjusting for the Doppler shift due to plasma rotation, is within the predicted TAE gap.
A population of energetic ions (typically much smaller than the bulk ions) can be treated in GTC as either a Maxwellian where
, as used in this work, or a beam slowing down distribution where f (v) ∼ v −3 , isotropic in both cases. It is known that the non-equilibrium distributions produced by external heating methods are directional and may have a complicated functional form. However, for the present work we assume the that the destablizing effects of energetic ions are insensitive to the precise nature of the distribution function in line with other simulations. In order to simulate energetic particle drive, we must therefore define an effective 'fast' ion temperature T f and density n f . As direct measurements of these quantities are difficult to obtain, we smooth the density profile predicted by ICRH (and, optionally NBI) codes; this is then used to obtain an effective temperature through E f = 3 2 T f n f , where E f is the total intantaneous absorbed energy content of the energetic ions, also calculated by such codes. For the present case, we take a centrally peaked energetic particle population accelerated by ICRH, computed by the PION code [22] , given in figure 3(d) . Here, T f (ψ p = 0) = 747 keV, dropping to T f (ψ p = 0.258) = 550 keV at the peak of the mode of interest and with n f /n e = 4.9 × 10 −3 at this flux surface. Note that once the n e and n f profiles are chosen as described above, the bulk ion density n i is calculated from quasineutrality.
The mode of interest with n = 5 and two dominant poloidal harmonics m = 11 and m = 12 grows from random initial perturbations. The mode's frequency and growth rate can be determined after a length of simulation time, when the amplitude of the mode has grown sufficiently and the other harmonics are damped to low amplitudes. This growth of the electrostatic potential of the mode's m = 12 harmonic (for a simulation with kinetic electrons and gyrokinetic ions) is shown in figure 2(a) with an indicative exponential envelope. The spatial mode structure is shown in figure 2(c) , with f = 110 kHz and a net growth rate of γ/ω = +1.38% (by convention we explicitly specify positive γ for growth). We note that the frequency is within the TAE gap and closely matches the observed frequency, as shown in figure 4 ; the full width half-maximum (FWHM) of the flux surface averaged electrostatic perturbation is given by the horizontal bars for the energetic particle driven mode and antenna excitation as detailed below. To obtain the rate of electron Landau damping, we repeat the simulation with the fully adiabatic electron model; in this case the frequency and mode structure are both largely unchanged, but the increase in growth rate (now γ/ω = +1.47%) is attributable to the disappearance of kinetic electron effects. To transform from GTC simulations in the plasma frame to the laboratory, where f LAB − f = nf ROT , we assume that the frequency of unstable TAEs of neighboring toroidal numbers are approximately equal in the plasma frame as predicted by ideal MHD and therefore deduce the plasma rotation frequency f ROT . Note that TAE frequency could weakly depend on toroidal number n in the plasma frame due to pressure gradients of thermal plasmas, which contribute to both TAE real frequency and growth rate [16] .
The response of a damped eigenmode in GTC to external excitation by an antenna with a driving angular frequency ω d is similar to that of a damped driven harmonic oscillator (as is that of a physical antenna), producing a beat pattern and then tending to a saturated response after a number of cycles. The peak amplitude in this case is given by a Lorentzian distribution of the form
where the parameters to be fitted are the scale factor A 0 , the real part of the angular frequency ω and the damping rate γ of the eigenmode. Note that this antenna drive is applied in the plasma frame, in the simulations. The sinusoidal beat frequency envelope appearing in present simulations is shown in figure 2(b) . The peak is taken to be the first maximum, at a time indicated in this case by the red cross: in fact, the peak itself is taken from the modulus of the mode amplitude. In order to quantify damping mechanisms other than electron Landau damping, we perform a simulation without the fast ions and apply the synthetic antenna at the same radial location as the energetic particle mode. Such a mode structure, for a simulation with fluid-kinetic electrons and gyrokinetic ions, is given in figure 2(d) . Repeating the simulation for multiple drive frequencies allows a fit to determine the parameters in equation (18) to be performed, as shown in figure 5 ; the derived damping rate (γ/ω = −2.82%) in this case is due to both ion Landau and radiative damping. This procedure is repeated for the ideal MHD formulation of GTC [13] , where ion Landau damping is not present (γ/ω = −1.18%). A heirarchy of mechanisms is obtained by taking the difference in the total drive or damping rates of simulations with different physics models to obtain a net rate, as summarized in table 1.
External antenna excitation
Six antennas of the AEAD were operated during these experiments, with groups of four and two at toroidally opposite locations, each producing a peak magnetic field of approximately 8 × 10 −5 T at the LCFS. With the system's recent upgrade, each antenna is now driven by an individual amplifier, allowing arbitrary phase control between the antennas. The resonant excitation of marginally stable AE by such 
where ω and γ are the mode's frequency and damping rate (with measurements in the laboratory frame), and C and D are amplitude parameters. The mode number can be identified from the phase differences between probes, provided that measurements can be obtained at a sufficiently large number of toroidal points. Three measurements of TAEs made in two discharges suitable for analysis with GTC are shown in figure 6(a) ; table 2 contains their details and labels for reference. The derived values of the frequency and damping rate are obtained by fitting the transfer function of equation (19) to the appropriate signals as shown for one of the probes in case 2 in figure 6(b) . The experiments discussed here were undertaken when the majority of the toroidal magnetic probes had become defective or miscalibrated prior to a major shutdown and refurbishment. This has led both to the large margin of error in the damping rate measurements and to difficulties in identifying the TAEs' toroidal mode number. We therefore perform the above analysis with the synthetic antenna in GTC-identifying the peak amplitude for different drive frequencies-for multiple mode numbers to identify a suitable candidate mode. Of these simulated candidates, the closest to the measured mode in both the frequency and damping rate can be matched to the experiment.
For the mode in case 2, the Alfvén continuum is plotted in figure 7 . Note that the q profile has evolved significantly in time since the equilibrium profile in figure 3(d) , with q(0) < 1 and consequently higher Alfvén frequency. We probe the TAE gap with a synthetic antenna with two neighboring poloidal harmonics; the driving signal is localized between the two corre sponding rational surfaces to maximize the excitation. For example, when investigating a mode with n = 5, m = 5, 6, the radial peak of the synthetic antenna signal would be located between q = 5/5 and q = 6/5. For four prospective modes, the resulting frequencies, mode localization and damping rates are shown in figure 7 . Based on this analysis, we see that the n = 6, m = 5, 6 mode located around ψ p = 0.12 most closely fits the observed laboratory frame frequency and damping rate. ICRH was active at the time of the AEAD measurement, but the n = 6, m = 5, 6 mode occurs sufficiently far from the absorption layer at ψ p = 0.267 [8] that the stability is not affected by fast ions in this case.
We have repeated this analysis for the modes in the other two cases, as summarized in figure 8 . The experimental uncertainty in the frequency detected by the AEAD in the laboratory frame is negligible, because the antenna driving frequency is a well-defined function of time and varies relatively slowly during mode detection; for this reason, we omit the AEAD and T f (ψ p = 0) = 461 keV is used in the simulation. We find that a mode with n = 9, m = 26, 27 (the mde indicated for case 1 in figure 8 ) is damped sufficiently strongly even in the presence of the fast ions that it exceeds even the relatively strong damping seen in experiment. The calculated damping rate of the closest candidate mode with n = 6, m = 11, 12 in case 3 is a close match to experiment; no fast ions are model led for this case as the measurement was made >500 ms (constituting multiple slowing down times) after ICRH had been switched off. The uncertainty in matching the modes' frequency arises from the Doppler shift due to varying plasma rotation (which cannot be deduced in the absence of unstable modes). Direct spectroscopic measurements are available intermittently: only immediately following a 'notch' (rapid switch-off) in the neutral beam power, which allows the background signal to be subtracted. In figure 8 we transform the frequencies to the lab frame from the plasma frame as seen in GTC by the most probable rotation rate, based on an extrapolation from the closest spectroscopic measurement or the closest observable separation of other unstable modes. The lower error bound assumes zero rotation, while the upper error bound assumes that the rotation rate is exactly equal the closest observation. The measurement in case 2 is made much later than the end of neutral beam injection and therefore the plasma rotation is most likely negligible. Case 1 was taken as neutral beam injection was increasing rotation The corresponding damping rates. The red lines correspond to the laboratory frame frequency (see discussion below) and damping rate in the respective panels. and followed by a rotation measurement and vice versa for case 3. There is some discrepancy between the measured and simulated frequency in case 3, which may warrant further investigation.
Conclusion and outlook
We have presented the first simulations of TAEs in two JET pulses using GTC. The computations enable the modes' individual drive and damping mechanisms to be identified and quantified, from kinetic and non-perturbative models, which provide more physics insights than ideal MHD solvers. We have presented a heirarchical approach to the damping rate calculations, by applying different physics models, namely fully adiabatic and hybrid kinetic for electrons; ideal MHD and gyrokinetic for ions. A synthetic antenna is used to probe modes' frequencies and damping rate in the absence of drive by a population of energetic ions. Simulations of a TAE driven unstable by ICRHaccelerated ions show good agreement with experiment. Its frequency has been matched to the that of the mode in the plasma frame as observed in the experiment and its damping mechanisms have been analyzed. Three measurements of stable TAEs made by the Alfvén eigenmode active diagnostic have been presented and analyzed with GTC. There are experimental challenges to be overcome in modelling these measurements: there is significant uncertainty in the mode number, stemming from a lack of magnetic probes (which have now been replaced and re-calibrated) and in the Doppler shift from the laboratory to the plasma frame, stemming from a lack of spectroscopic data. Nevertheless, the AEAD measurements are in reasonable agreement with the GTC simulations. We plan to use GTC to study lower frequency AEs on JET (in similar fashion to other machines [23, 24] ) excited by energetic particles and the AEAD, and all AEs in the presence of α particles during the upcoming JET DT campaign. 
